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TBL8572

Powerful cordless convenience with dual brush design, huge 85L capacity and 720mm 
cleaning width, the TBL8572 achieves clean floors in no time at all, with less time spent 
on emptying and refills. Commercial grade TwinFlo vacuum, and brush motor provide 
unrivalled cleaning performance in the most demanding environments. 

The dual brush design allows for increased pressure from the brushes to the floor, perfect for areas that see heavy 
traffic and require a deep clean. Powered by the latest lithium phosphate technology, NX1K. Providing fast charging 
with complete flexibility, with no impact on battery health.

Accessories and Replacement Parts
A comprehensive range of accessories and replacement parts are 
available to achieve professional results, whatever the challenge.

Specifications

 Next Generation 
Lithium Power  

4x Longer Lasting than  
Lead Batteries*

Advanced & Safe Lithium 
Phosphate Technology 
Flexible Charging

4000 Charge Cycles

8 Years Warranty†
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*Any comparisons used are based on 
typical usage scenarios, results may 
differ. Performance comparisons use 
equivalent GelTec models.

Standard battery warranty is 5 years, 
with up to 8 years battery warranty 
available subject to terms and market 
agreement. Please contact Numatic 
for more information.

Model Batteries Runtime Recharge Capacity Deck Brush Pad Brush Speed Dimensions (WxLxH)

TBL8572
x2 3hrs 5hrs

85L 720mm 2x370mm 2x360mm 150 RPM 948x1513x1144mm
x3 4hrs 30mins 7hrs 30mins

POWERFUL Cleaning Results 
Unrivalled cleaning performance in the most 
demanding environments. 

CLEAN, DRY & SAFE Floors in Minutes 
Consistent, quick and high-quality cleaning results, 
wherever they’re needed. 

FAST & FLEXIBLE Charging 
NX1K technology provides fast and flexible charging. 

USER FRIENDLY Features 
Incorporating user-friendly, colour-coded controls for ease of use.

STAY CLEANING For Longer 
Huge 85L capacity, 150rpm brush speed and 2x370mm brush width.

 
With the Nu-Assist App on hand, you and your team have 
24/7  access to multilingual training, troubleshooting and 
maintenance  content from any device, increasing cleaning 
productivity across  the board.


